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  Closing Space Internationally 
The absence of civic space was a hallmark of Cold War totalitarianism. There was the indi-
vidual, and there was the government; any attempt to organize regular people to act or speak 
publicly in even innocuous ways—such as a birdwatching league, a home church, or a small 
arts magazine—had to be monitored and approved by the ruling party or crushed. 

The blossoming of civil society across the former Soviet Union and many other once-closed 
societies was among the strongest signals that the 1990s wave of democracy was not only 
toppling authoritarian regimes but also growing roots. Organizations, interest groups, 
religious congregations, open media, and the free exchange of ideas helped people find their 
voices, locate their communities, and push their governments and societies to do things that 
they cared about. 

Then, in the mid-2000s, democracy started to recede globally. And the walls started to close 
in on civil society.  

As America’s long wars drained its unipolar geopolitical power, the resurgence of Russia, 
China, and authoritarian regional powers allowed countries whose leadership commitment 
to democracy had always been tenuous to choose a different path. Like the garbage compac-
tor in Star Wars bearing down on the Resistance heroes, ruling parties began to systemati-
cally and inexorably tighten the space for civil society to do its work. Autocratizing regimes 
like Russia and Venezuela began first. Their tactics were imitated by politicians moving away 
from democracy in places like Ethiopia and Nicaragua and eventually by once fulsome but 
now faltering democracies like India, until the tactics had spread around the globe from 
Ecuador to Uganda.  
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The pushback against civil society initially targeted activities that were easy to paint as 
concerning—particularly foreign funding for organizations that worked on democracy and 
human rights issues. Groups were hit with laws forcing them to register as foreign agents, 
restrictions on accepting foreign donations, regulatory harassment, and rhetorical demoniza-
tion campaigns. There are, of course, legitimate reasons for countries not to want foreigners 
supporting their domestic political parties, think tanks, or social causes. Often, governments 
cited other reasonable concerns, such as pressure to tighten funding streams to prevent 
inadvertent terrorist support.1

But over time, it became clear that the problem with civil society organizations was not 
their Western sources of funding, or philanthropic overreach, or reasonable countervailing 
interests. The problem was that governments, both democratic and less so, felt threatened by 
an increasingly effective civil society. They wanted more control. So they brought a variety of 
tools to bear that worked systematically to reduce their citizens’ access to information, voice, 
and power, to prevent people from challenging their ruling parties. 

In contrast to twentieth-century repression, this new trend featured legal tools and reasoning 
that, on the surface, often looked legitimate. The problem was in how these tools were used. 
Laws often included broad and vague language that gave governments vast discretion to 
crack down on organizations of their choice. Activists were not, at first, whisked off to jail 
or censored. Instead, they were worn down with legal cases, fines, investigations, raids, and 
other tools, until many individuals simply moved on to other work.2 The more brute tactics 
were employed later, when there were fewer people to act against and fewer people organized 
to care. The first groups that were targeted tended to be more political organizations, leading 
others to think that they could save themselves by distancing themselves from controversy. 
But over time, the restrictions spread to humanitarian and service organizations. However, 
leaders did not shutter all civil society equally, as occurred under Cold War totalitarian 
regimes—instead, they left supportive media and organizations alone while applying the 
new laws and regulations to organizations that opposed the agenda of the ruling party. Civic 
space became contested—open to some ideas and closed to others.

The piecemeal and slow spread of these efforts made it hard to see the whole picture. 
Eventually, however, it came into focus. These attempts to control the organizational activi-
ties of regular people in order to protect the ruling parties’ hold on power became known as 
“closing space for civil society.”3

The effects of closing space have been particularly dire in democracies that elected populist 
authoritarian leaders who were already eroding democratic guardrails with voter support. If 
countries elected such leaders but maintained a mostly free press and civil society, they often 
became more illiberal for a time but could come back from the brink. For instance, although 
Poland’s media landscape was heavily skewed and Brazil’s civil society faced violence, both 
countries were able to mobilize and elect new leaders who could pursue more liberal values 
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again, even if other damage to democratic structures and the social fabric remained. But in 
countries where populist authoritarians had popular electoral support and media and civil 
society restrictions were more significant, citizens lost the most core aspect of democracy.  
In countries such as Hungary, Venezuela, and Türkiye, when leaders tilted the election sys-
tems, civil society and media crackdowns prevented groups from organizing enough public 
outcry to stop them. These former democracies no longer have the ability to alter 
their leaders by voting.4  

  What’s Happening in the United States
Now, the United States is experiencing its own version of closing space for civil society. Like 
the international experience of closing space, the situation in the United States should not be 
pigeonholed as just a problem for democracy and human rights organizations. The ability to 
organize the public to express and pursue shared interests is an essential tool for nearly every 
area of philanthropic giving. The closing of civic space is already affecting corporations and 
religious institutions as well as professional nonprofit organizations. As the examples below 
make clear, closing space is affecting both the right and the left.

When civic space is reduced, all the tools philanthropy, business, and other fields use to 
influence government and social decisions are strangled. 

In the United States today, the closing of civic space is far less advanced than in faltering 
democracies like India or lost democracies like Hungary.5 The problem also takes different 
forms. Nevertheless, the contours starting to take shape are worryingly familiar. Civil society 
organizations—including businesses and religious institutions—face an array of tactics that 
make it harder for them to do their work. The methods of action being used against civil 
society include the following.6

Governmental Regulatory and Legal Powers

• Congressional committee hearings and oversight activities used to impugn organiza-
tions as foreign, reduce their legitimacy, and take up their time and resources  

• Laws restricting speech or forcing ideological conformity at state-controlled univer-
sities and schools

• Broad and vaguely written foreign agent registration regulations being applied to 
activities previously not considered problematic
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• Government lawsuits and investigations executed in bad faith, which take time and 
money to address while undermining legitimacy and often blocking discussion of 
the case while they are underway

• New anti-protest laws that carry massive fines or felony convictions or that allow 
vigilante action against protesters

• Retaliatory actions that punish businesses for taking a stand on public issues or 
offering products for which there is business demand—such as environmental, 
social, and governance (ESG) screening on investment funds—including by revok-
ing government contracts, suspending supportive business conditions, or enacting 
new laws designed to punish

• Internal Revenue Service (IRS) investigations, tax code changes, audits, or asset 
seizure

Private Legal and Regulatory Harassment

• Private citizens making Freedom of Information Act and public information 
requests that are so broad and frequent that they undermine the ability of targeted 
organizations to do their work 

• Nuisance lawsuits whose costs range into the millions

• Codes that restrict speech or force ideological conformity within private universities 
and organizations

Threats and Violence

• Cyber harassment that inflicts trauma on staff and makes work difficult

• Physical threats and violence from online and offline mobs (sometimes combined 
with state use of force and/or police failure to protect targeted organizations from 
vigilante threats)
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Narrative Attack

• Vilification campaigns that inflict reputational damage, making it harder to raise 
funds and advance mission-related goals

• Rhetoric that paints innocuous activity as illicit or conspiratorial, dehumanizes 
people being assisted by or working for a civil society group, or creates a target for 
vigilantes

Some organizations, such as civil rights advocates and abortion providers, have long faced 
some of these challenges (and have much to teach others). But obstruction is spreading to 
new areas. It also has renewed virulence against these long-targeted sectors. 

Most importantly, more may be to come. Currently, some of the most alarming signs of clos-
ing space are just posturing—such as Senator JD Vance sending a letter to ask the attorney 
general to examine writer Robert Kagan and demand that the State Department investigate 
his wife, Under Secretary of State Victoria Nuland, after declaring that Kagan’s Washington 
Post article on the possible harms of a second Donald Trump administration might qualify 
as insurrection.7 Such language from a United States senator degrades norms and normalizes 
the idea of future actions to come. While Vance’s threat today is empty, former Trump offi-
cial Kash Patel has warned that a future Trump administration is “going to come after the 
people in the media . . . criminally or civilly.”8 Trump’s long-stated interest in altering libel 
law to make it easier for public figures to sue for defamation, and the defamation lawsuits he 
has already brought against the New York Times and the Pulitzer Prize Committee, suggest 
that the threat is not idle even though defamation law is currently not on his side.9

The tools being applied to reduce civil society’s range of action in the United States do 
not always replicate those used to “close space” internationally. But they often rhyme. The 
similarities are such that it is worth studying what has happened in other, somewhat similar 
democracies facing this problem, to understand what might yet be attempted in the United 
States and what strategies have helped. Table 1 offers a comparison of international and  
U.S. tactics.
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Table 1. Sample International and U.S. Tactics Used to Restrict Civil Society Activities

International Tactics U.S. Activities

Restricting the tools available 
to influence the public 

Some countries have enacted laws that narrow the 
space to demonstrate, curtail speech, restrict internet 
use, or open organizations to charges of defamation for 
speaking against politicians.

For instance, in Poland, the ruling Law and Justice party 
purged the public broadcaster’s independent editorial 
team and turned it into a propaganda arm. The Polish 
legislature also passed a bill to prevent companies from 
outside the European Economic Area from holding a 
majority of shares in Polish media. Critics said the law 
targeted the only other major media in Poland, TVN, a 
large network owned by the U.S.-based Warner Bros. 
Discovery group. Amid controversy, the bill was vetoed 
by President Andrzej Duda. However, TVN claimed its 
broadcasting license was then delayed by regulators.10 

In 2018, Hungary passed legislation dubbed the “Stop 
Soros” law through parliament. The law criminalized 
“promoting and supporting illegal migration.” The broad 
wording meant the government could arrest someone 
who provides any assistance—including offering food or 
water—to undocumented migrants.11

Restrictions on protest

Over 200 anti-protest bills have been submitted since 2017. The thirty-eight enacted include: 

• Higher penalties and restrictions for protest, with significant discretion, such as up to a year in jail for protesters who 
block sidewalks in Arkansas, Iowa, and Tennessee; expanded scope for criminal trespass in North Dakota and Oklahoma; 
criminal penalties for disturbing government meetings in Oklahoma and Utah and for protesting on state property in 
Mississippi and Tennessee; expanded civil liability for protesters and their funders in Alabama, Florida, and South Dakota; 
new penalties for protesters who block traffic in Arkansas, Missouri, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and Texas; and heightened 
penalties for protesting near pipelines in seventeen states. 12 

• Allowing vigilante action to intimidate protesters by providing civil immunity for drivers who drive into protesters in 
Florida, Iowa, and Oklahoma, and in Oklahoma, criminal immunity for drivers who unintentionally injure or kill protest-
ers “fleeing from a riot.”13 Since the 2017 Unite the Right rally, after which these laws began promulgating, drivers have 
rammed cars into protesters over 150 times.14

Restrictions on speech

These restrictions come from the right and left, from private and governmental sources. For instance:

• California requires all community college professors to incorporate the state-mandated view on diversity, equity, and 
inclusion (DEI) into their classes and have their performance and tenure reviews based in part on how well they pass this 
ideological test.15 

• Florida has barred its state university system from using state dollars to fund any activity concerning “diversity, equity 
and inclusion” or “political or social activism,” with both terms broadly defined. It also prohibits general education cours-
es with curriculum “that teaches identity politics . . . or is based on theories that systematic racism, sexism, oppression, 
and privilege are inherent in the institutions of the United States and were created to maintain social, political, and 
economic inequities.”16

• Gag-order bills have been introduced in thirty-six states against teachers who discuss controversial topics, with penalties 
that include heavy fines, loss of state funding, and criminal charges against teachers.17 Multiple states have passed laws 
using amorphous language to ban teachers from anything but “impartial” discussions of history. In practice, these vaguely 
worded rules inhibit a broad range of teaching.18   

• Idaho law bans state-funded entities from “promoting” abortion; a cross-stitch art exhibit and documentaries in which 
women shared their abortion experiences were removed from Lewis-Clark State College.19  

• As previously mentioned, Vance called for a Department of Justice investigation into Kagan and a State Department in-
quiry against his wife Nuland after Kagan wrote in the Washington Post on potential negative outcomes of Trump winning 
the 2024 presidential election.20
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International Tactics U.S. Activities

Restricting the tools available  
to influence the public continued.

• Trump has spoken multiple times about his desire to make it easier for public figures to sue for libel after feeling denigrat-
ed by various public writings. While libel law is state-based, it is guided by the 1964 Supreme Court decision New York 
Times Co. v. Sullivan, which makes it particularly hard for public figures to sue for libel. Supreme Court Justice Clarence 
Thomas has expressed interest in altering this ruling.21 As mentioned earlier, Trump has sued the New York Times and the 
Pulitzer Prize Committee for defamation. Because Trump brought that case in the jurisdiction of a Florida court with a 
potentially friendly appeals court, it will likely take time and resources from the committee, even though it is likely to fail 
eventually.22

Restrictions on boycotts

Twenty-seven states have mandated that only companies that pledge not to boycott Israel are eligible for state investment or 
contracting.23 After an Arkansas paper lost a state advertising contract for refusing to sign such a pledge, the Eighth Circuit 
Court of Appeals ruled that economic boycotts are not protected under the First Amendment, because they are not speech 
or expressive conduct, and that states therefore have the right to act against boycotts as part of their ability to regulate 
state commerce.24 The Supreme Court has opted not to review the case, leaving in place a ruling that has broad applicability 
beyond the case in question.

Restrictions on business activity in the social arena

Businesses have been targeted by retaliatory legislation for strategic business decisions and for taking public stands in align-
ment with their employees. For instance:

• Multiple states have passed laws banning banks that offer products with ESG investment screening from receiving state 
contracts. West Virginia and Texas banned investment companies that offered customers ESG-screened funds from 
doing business with their state governments. Over a dozen other states have also enacted anti–ESG screening laws, 
including Alabama, Idaho, Indiana, New Hampshire, and North Carolina.25

• Kentucky’s attorney general led a multistate investigation into financial institutions’ ESG practices, which the attorney 
general claimed violated consumer protection and antitrust laws.26  

• In Florida, the Disney Corporation’s decision to speak against a bill barring gender discussions in schools led to a series 
of retaliatory efforts directed by Governor Ron DeSantis, which included stripping the company’s special tax status and 
threatening to build a state prison next to its theme park.27 

• The Georgia General Assembly (but not the state senate) voted to strip Delta Airlines of a $35 million jet fuel benefit 
following the Delta CEO’s negative comments on Georgia’s newly restrictive voter legislation.28

• U.S. Senator Mitch McConnell threatened corporations such as Coca-Cola and Major League Baseball with “serious 
consequences” if they continued to speak against Georgia’s voter legislation.29   

• Trump tried to organize a boycott of Major League Baseball after it removed an all-star game from Atlanta to protest 
Georgia’s new voting laws.30 He similarly tried to organize a boycott against Major League Football for supporting players 
who wished to demonstrate their concern about racial justice by kneeling during the national anthem.31

• Florida blocked businesses from undertaking any workplace training involving a broad set of standard DEI provisions.32 
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International Tactics U.S. Activities

Restricting the tools available  
to influence the public continued.

• California forced publicly held businesses headquartered in the state to include a quota of state-determined minorities on 
their boards or face six-figure fines.33

• Politicians in San Antonio and Buffalo blocked franchise owners for Chick-fil-A from their airports because of the 
company’s conservative views.34 

• California’s Governor Gavin Newsom withdrew the renewal of a multimillion-dollar contract with Walgreens after the 
pharmacy said it would not distribute abortion pills in twenty-one Republican-controlled states. A federal law requiring 
that Medicaid patients can fill prescriptions from any qualified provider forced Newsom to back down.35

• Following the shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School, then New York State Department of Financial Services 
superintendent Maria Vullo sent a letter to companies urging them to consider the “reputational risks” of continuing to do 
business with the National Rifle Association.36 In the context of the agency’s oversight and regulatory role over financial 
institutions, the letter could be read as a threat of future government action against such businesses, an issue that is now 
under consideration at the Supreme Court.37

Restrictions on particular activities

Georgia passed a law in 2021 banning the provision of money, gifts, food, or drink to people standing in line to vote.  
Montana’s Democratic governor passed a similar law in 2015. (An old law in New York state entails a similar ban for items 
costing more than $1.)38

Government regulatory and  
legal harassment

This can include using legal and administrative regula-
tions, tax laws, or invasive auditing to take time away 
from nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and to 
act in a highly intrusive manner that impinges on their 
ability to do their work. 

This tactic includes securitizing civil society space 
by marking it as an arena of foreign threat or putting 
security agencies rather than civil portions of the 
government in charge. For instance, Hungary passed a 
new “sovereignty law” in advance of the 2024 European 
parliamentary election that both announced the govern-
ment’s intention to create a special agency to monitor 
foreign political interference and banned foreign fund-
ing of political parties with penalties up to three years 
in prison. These legitimate concerns mask a broadly 
written law that offers the ruling party and the Secret 
Service vast powers to accuse and investigate any 
groups or individuals that influence public debate and 
may have had foreign training or contact for any part 
of their work. Ten independent news outlets claim that 
the Hungarian government has already falsely accused 
them of “serving foreign interests.”39

The chair of the House Judiciary Committee, Jim Jordan, subpoenaed the nonprofits Glasgow Financial Alliance for Net Zero 
and As You Sow for conspiracy to advance a radical leftist agenda for their ESG investing.40  

Jordan held hostile hearings, requested massive amounts of information, and subpoenaed researchers as well as the students 
of researchers who worked on foreign infiltration of elections and political misinformation. The committee has also sent 
record requests to recipients of National Science Foundation grants who work to mitigate misinformation.41 

The Foreign Agents Registration Act (FARA), long under-applied to actual lobbyists working to affect U.S. government policy 
on behalf of foreign governments, has seen a resurgence of application to a broad set of organizations whose work would 
previously not have been considered problematic. While its greater prominence has been legitimized by Russian interference 
in the 2016 election, it is being applied largely to environmental organizations. 

• The House Committee on Natural Resources held investigations in 2018 and 2023 of the League of Conservation Voters, 
the Natural Resources Defense Council, and other environmental nonprofits for failing to register under FARA.42 The 
same committee used its broad ambit and the ambiguous language of FARA to subpoena a number of environmental 
groups over foreign funding of their environmental efforts, even though most such funding comes from allied nations in 
Europe.43 

• Multiple senators—who serve as, among others, the ranking member of the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, 
and Technology and chair of the House Oversight Committee—have asked the Department of Justice to investigate a 
series of environmental organizations, such as the National Resources Defense Council and the Rocky Mountain Institute, 
for ties to the Chinese Communist Party because of a single grant received from a Chinese entity or work done to mitigate 
environmental harm within China.44 
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International Tactics U.S. Activities

• The Department of Justice required the National Wildlife Federation to register as a foreign agent because of a Norwe-
gian grant to work on deforestation in Brazil.45 While FARA’s rules have not yet been applied to many organizations in 
this way, the broad language of the act and this interpretation means that many organizations are in violation without yet 
knowing it and are vulnerable to penalties in the future.

Texas Governor Greg Abbott asked the state’s attorney general to investigate whether nonprofits were assisting illegal border 
crossings and sent a letter to the national headquarters of Catholic Charities in Virginia warning them of the investigation.46 

Laws applied in the first year of the coronavirus pandemic to restrict public gatherings shut down religious services in many 
states long after stores and bars were allowed to operate at full or reduced capacity. In California’s Santa Clara County, 
one church was fined over a million dollars for holding services in violation of public health orders, and it countersued the 
county for using invasive and warrantless surveillance to enforce public health orders.47 (This unfair singling out of religious 
institutions was reversed in 2020 by the Supreme Court, which ruled that coronavirus restrictions in the state of New York 
“singled out houses of worship for especially harsh treatment” compared to secular establishments and violated the First 
Amendment’s protections for the free exercise of religion. In another case, the Supreme Court ruled that coronavirus-related 
restrictions on worship services in Colorado and New Jersey violated religious liberties.)48

Attempts to undermine legitimacy

These efforts have taken four main tacks: accusing 
organizations or individuals of financial or sexual im-
proprieties; denigrating groups for being elite, foreign, 
or influenced by targeted minority groups such as Jews; 
forcing organizations to register as foreign agents or 
declare they are foreign agents at the start of events or 
publications; or describing organizations advocating for 
various causes as serving colonialism or dubious inter-
ests and plots in order to separate such organizations 
from the broader public. 

These laws have spread to many countries. The trend 
began with a Russian law from 2015 that banned for-
eign or international NGOs deemed to be risks to “state 
security,” “national defense,” or the constitutional order. 
Any Russian groups that maintain ties with the banned 
foreign or international NGOs can be fined or jailed. 
Organizations and individuals designated as foreign 
agents have to identify themselves as such in social 
media and other publications. The law was initially used 
against democracy and human rights groups, but it has 
been updated to include anyone who is declared to be 
under foreign influence and has been applied to some 
of Russia’s leading writers and other artists who have 
criticized the war in Ukraine. Any person or organiza-
tion who aids a “foreign agent” may also be fined.49 

In addition to the previously mentioned use of FARA for regulatory harassment, FARA is also being used to undermine legiti-
macy. For example, after the House Natural Resources Committee subpoenaed a number of environmental organizations for 
possible violations of the act due to their work in China, the committee created an image on its homepage superimposing the 
National Resources Defense Council acronym over a map of China, a hammer and sickle, and a photo of Chinese Communist 
Party leaders.50

Representative Liz Cheney asked the Department of Justice to investigate the National Resource Defense Council, the Sierra 
Club, and other environmental organizations for possible Chinese or Russian influence in 2020.51

The Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation and the House Committee on Oversight and Accountabil-
ity have conducted investigations into environmental nonprofits’ ties to China and their “collusion with the [Joe] Biden ad-
ministration to drive radical environmental policy that negatively impacts the American people and the country’s economy.”52

Vilifying language and narratives are being crafted, such as the repeated accusation that various people and organizations 
are “groomers” for pedophilia if they support LGBTQ rights.53 For instance, Fox News host Laura Ingraham accused Disney 
of creating “propaganda for grooming” after it denounced Florida’s Parental Rights in Education Act, and Donald Trump Jr. 
shared a post on Instagram that accused Disney of being “groomers.”54 DeSantis’s press secretary tweeted that “if you are 
against the [Parental Rights in Education Act], you are probably a groomer or at least you don’t denounce the grooming of 
4-8 year old children.”55

Another common trope used to demonize groups internationally and in America is connecting people to philanthropist 
George Soros and the Soros organization (Open Society Foundations)—names that have become stand-in language for elite 
liberals, conspiracies, and Jews. Thus X (formerly Twitter) CEO Elon Musk wrote on X, “The Soros organization appears to 
want nothing less than the destruction of western civilization,” in September 2023.56 In a 2018 tweet, Trump called those 
protesting against Brett Kavanaugh’s nomination to the Supreme Court “paid professionals only looking to make Senators 
look bad . . . paid for by Soros and others.”57 And Representative Marjorie Taylor Greene claimed that David Hogg, an anti-gun 
organizer who survived the school shooting in Parkland, Florida, was a “false flag” who was paid by Soros.58
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Physical harassment by the government 

This can take the form of arrests, threats, interrogations 
by security services, or confiscation of computers and 
phones. 

For instance, after a series of large anti-government 
protests in Poland, women’s rights and LGBTQ orga-
nizations faced police raids, the search and seizure of 
computers, and arrests.59 

In India, BBC offices in Delhi and Mumbai were raided 
by officials as part of a tax evasion investigation weeks 
after the BBC released a documentary, which was 
banned in India, that was critical of Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi. Tax department officials seized several 
journalists’ phones, documents, and financial records.60

In 2020, reporters faced a massive spike in arrests while covering protests. More than one hundred journalists were arrested 
while reporting on protests in 2020 and more than fifty were arrested in 2021. The numbers declined in 2022 (as did pro-
tests themselves), but local incidents continue to occur that indicate a change in norms on harassment of the press—such 
as a police raid on the sole newspaper in Marion, Kansas, which resulted in the confiscation of computers, cell phones, and 
other reporting materials.61 

Some local officials seem to feel that they have societal permission to use extralegal violence of the sort last seen in the 
United States during the civil rights era.  

• In Nevada, a local official was arrested for the murder of a Las Vegas Review-Journal investigative reporter working on a 
story on corruption.

• A sheriff and other county officials in Oklahoma were recorded discussing how to murder a family of local journalists and 
lamenting the illegality of lynching.62  

• The “pattern of harassment, intimidation and assault on journalists” has caused the United States to fall in the World 
Press Freedom Rankings.63 

Failure to punish vigilantes or use of violent or  
threatening rhetoric that leaves organizations or 
individuals feeling vulnerable and open to  
physical attack by vigilantes

For instance, in the first half of 2021, Reporters Without 
Borders recorded 331 government attacks on the media 
in Brazil, 293 of which were made directly by then presi-
dent Jair Bolsonaro and his sons.64  

In Poland, Paweł Adamowicz, the mayor of Gdańsk and 
a critic of the then ruling Law and Justice party, was 
repeatedly targeted by party-controlled media for his 
openness to immigration and LGBTQ rights; his finan-
cial affairs were also criticized. He was stabbed to death 
while speaking at a public event in January 2019.65  

A nonprofit coalition of technologists and journalists that received a grant from the National Institute of Science for misinfor-
mation and disinformation work was targeted for a subpoena by Jordan’s Judiciary Committee. The organization’s name and 
the allegation were posted online by Senator Joni Ernst, after which the group faced a storm of online threats.66

Individuals and nonprofit organizations—including a children’s hospital, journalists, LGBTQ rights organizations, schools, and 
others who find themselves targets of angry tweets by media personalities such as Fox News host Tucker Carlson or Chaya 
Raichik (who created the social media accounts known as Libs of TikTok)—can expect to be flooded with online and some-
times offline threats, bomb scares, and harassment that require significant crisis communications and often cybersecurity 
and physical security assistance.67

Militias and armed individuals are appearing at LGBTQ events as well as at schools and school board meetings discussing 
book bans, LGBTQ rights, and minority issues.68

Following a spate of new anti-abortion laws and increasingly virulent rhetoric, many nonprofits and businesses that provide 
abortions have seen massive increases in already high levels of threats and violence. From 2021 to 2022, for abortion provid-
ers, stalking rose 229 percent, burglary rose 231 percent, and arson attacks doubled.69

From his candidacy through the end of his presidency, Trump tweeted negatively about journalists over 2,500 times and 
incited violence against them at his rallies.70 Journalists have since faced greater private violence and online harassment than 
before, peaking in 2020 with 633 assaults of journalists.71  
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International Tactics U.S. Activities

In 2023, Jewish organizations faced an epidemic of swatting incidents, in which a hoax reporting of a crime at a specific 
address brings armed police to a site at which they expect to confront violence. This increase took place prior to the spike 
in antisemitic threats and violence that occurred after October 7.72 Jewish organizations first witnessed an uptick in hateful 
rhetoric from the right after 2017 and from the left following Hamas’ attack on Israel on October 7, 2023. Threats from the 
illiberal left and right are now putting Jews at increased risk across a broader geography, spreading from threats at clearly 
Jewish organizations and synagogues to university campuses.73

Political parties and candidates have been particularly targeted for violence and threats. Swatting, death threats, and online 
threats have been aimed at leading Democrats, moderate Republican politicians, and Trumpist Republicans such as Greene. 
They have occurred at the national, state, and even school board levels. Democratic Party offices have been attacked mul-
tiple times, and Republican Party offices have also faced vandalism and even firebombs in North Carolina, Oregon, Florida, 
Nevada, New Mexico, and other states. 74 Violence is also affecting pro-voter activities; for instance, police in North Carolina 
pepper-sprayed a “get out the vote” rally, while a driver plowed through a Republican voter registration booth in Florida.75 
Threats are more common against women and minorities.

Restrictions on forming/maintaining NGOs

In some cases there are overt bans, but often, agencies 
issue opaque or intentionally vague requirements that 
force NGOs to operate without legal surety. Such rules 
allowed India to cancel the registration of over 10,000 
NGOs in the first half of 2015, citing minor administra-
tive issues such as failing to file paperwork. 

Under former president Barack Obama’s administration, the IRS targeted groups based on names such as “Tea Party” and 
“Patriot” for extra scrutiny in their applications for tax-exempt 501(c)3 and 501(c)4 status. It later emerged that they also 
targeted groups with “progressive,” “occupy,” or “green energy” in their names.76 

The chancellor of the State University System of Florida, working with DeSantis, banned chapters of Students for Justice in 
Palestine at Florida state universities, citing it as a felony under federal law “to provide material support . . . to designated 
foreign terrorist organizations.”77

Restrictions on funding 

Funding may be reduced through laws and regulations, 
such as bans on foreign funding, onerous reporting re-
quirements, or rules that allow only a small percentage 
of an NGO’s funding to come from foreign sources.

For instance, the Modi government tightened In-
dia’s Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act in 2020, 
then used the legislation to launch financial audits 
and tax-related raids against Amnesty International, 
Greenpeace, the Ford Foundation, and Oxfam, as well as 
Indian nonprofit organizations.78

Since 2020, twenty states have passed laws prohibiting or limiting private and philanthropic funding to assist elections. 
These broadly written laws often prohibit receipt of not just grants or private money but also services or “anything of value.” 
Some ban voter education, outreach, or registration efforts, such as those that civic groups like the League of Women Voters 
have long engaged in. The breadth of the laws’ language and the lack of case law has chilled the entire election education 
sector, as there is no way to know where the precise lines of legality lie.79

The National Institutes of Health froze $150 million in grants intended to help organizations provide accurate medical 
information because of regulatory and legal threats by members of Congress against the misinformation and disinformation 
research field.80

Vance criticized the tax-exempt status of the Ford Foundation, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, and Harvard Univer-
sity, claiming they were “cancers on American society.”81 Vance also suggested the assets of the Ford Foundation should be 
seized and redistributed to those “who’ve had their lives destroyed by the radical open borders agenda.”82
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  Actors, Targets, and Goals
When these tactics used for closing space are directed in parallel or in coordination against 
a single target, the obstructionary goal of the joint attacks is clear. For instance, researchers 
at Stanford University, the University of Washington, and elsewhere who study political 
misinformation and disinformation and foreign infiltration of elections have faced hostile 
hearings before the House Judiciary Committee. They have also been served with a variety 
of private lawsuits from right-leaning impact litigation firms, including one led by former 
White House official Stephen Miller.83 State court rulings have blocked researchers from 
communicating their findings on disinformation with government officials. Judicial inter-
pretations have slowed and confused efforts that were critical to correcting misinformation 
spread during the coronavirus pandemic and during the 2020 election, though in the main 
relevant case, the initial decision was narrowed on appeal.84 Meanwhile, online mobs, 
catalyzed by private organizations and media comments from politicians, have initiated a 
barrage of public records requests from targeted institutions. This variety of tactics means 
that a handful of researchers and their institutions now face legal fees approaching seven fig-
ures, subpoenas against their students, and record requests that have effectively quelled their 
actual misinformation and disinformation work. Tired of the hassle, universities are ending 
or overhauling research programs that would monitor and reduce political disinformation.85 

In many cases, however, disparate efforts against dispersed targets can make it hard to see 
the forest for the trees. It is fruitless to seek a conspiratorial hand linking the decision of a 
local police force to pepper-spray a “get out the vote” rally with various House committees’ 
requests for the Department of Justice to investigate the Rocky Mountain Institute’s envi-
ronmental work in China. There is no central command and control.

But while the agents of action and the array of physical threats, legal costs, and reputational 
damage may be disparate, it is important to connect the dots. Different tactics are being 
used by different entities, sometimes in coordination and sometimes separately, toward a 
similar goal.  

Illiberal actors are systematically using the forms of power they have at their dispos-
al—governmental, legal, rhetorical, or violent force—to crush the space for public 
discussion of activities and ideas that do not fit their ideology.

This has occurred to varying degrees in the past. During the long period of Jim Crow in 
the American South, civil society was not shut down, but it was constrained so that certain 
activities were banned and certain views were not allowed a hearing. Birmingham, Alabama, 
for instance, had a flourishing scene of Junior Leagues and Kiwanis Clubs but prohibited 
interracial dominoes and checkers teams. Mississippi passed a 1920 law abrogating free 
speech—but only for “printed, typewritten or written matter urging or presenting for public 
acceptance or general information, arguments or suggestions in favor of social equality or 
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of intermarriage between whites and Negroes.”86 Government and vigilante violence were 
used to try to impede civil rights organizations. They often worked in tandem and went 
unpunished. A similarly minded federal Supreme Court ruled that murder—even obviously 
ideologically motivated murder on the eve of an election—was a state crime over which 
the federal government lacked jurisdiction.87 The Jim Crow system was maintained by the 
Democratic Party, which functioned as a de facto ruling party across eleven states thanks to 
restrictive voting laws.  

During World War I, the Sedition Act was used to target government critics, particularly 
union organizers. Noncitizens were deported, while law enforcement raids targeted many 
peaceful organizations working for greater equality. Later, in the post–World War II 
McCarthy era, organizations believed to house communist sympathies were pulled into 
hearings by the House Un-American Activities Committee. Hollywood blacklists led to the 
self-censoring of the entertainment industry. Judicial decisions became less supportive of 
free speech and civil liberties.88 The Federal Bureau of Investigation surveilled, wiretapped, 
hounded, and harassed civil rights organizations and other left-leaning groups. Individuals 
caught in the Red Scare were fired from their jobs and abandoned by friends. Americans 
dropped their memberships in even mild left-wing groups for fear of being caught in the 
dragnet. Jews were disproportionately targeted.

Today, once again, illiberal actors wish to reduce freedom of speech, organization, and civic 
activity so that only a narrower group of opinions and ideas have sway in the political and 
cultural marketplace. The vast majority of efforts to close space currently come from the il-
liberal right. But efforts from the illiberal left are also serious. Each of these sides undertakes 
closing space differently because each side controls different levers of power. 

The Illiberal Right

The illiberal extreme right encompasses a variety of belief sets, from nationalist conservatives 
and Christian nationalists to illiberal populists. They are united in a desire to use the power 
at their disposal—including governmental power—to eradicate political opponents and 
organizations that stand against their ideology (and, in the case of Christian nationalists, to 
institute what they claim to be Christian values in the workings of the U.S. government).89  

As this fusion of illiberal groups has taken control of portions of the traditional Republican 
Party, they have gained power over many state governments and some cities and counties. 
Their ranks are strong in the House of Representatives and also include some senators, 
allowing them to control a variety of congressional committees. They have gained increasing 
power within the judiciary, particularly within some federal appeals courts. They have 
entrenched pockets within law enforcement, such as the Constitutional Sheriffs movement.  
They do not currently control the presidency and its federal executive agencies but could do 
so in the future.   
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This faction is posing an obvious threat to organizations on the left of the political spectrum, 
such as environmental organizations, minority rights advocates, abortion providers, and 
groups that pursue women’s and LGBTQ rights. While many Christian nationalists express 
solidarity with Israel, the illiberal right has nevertheless normalized antisemitism as well as 
discrimination against Muslims and other religious minorities. 

This faction’s targets extend beyond the left, however, to include objective truth and political 
enemies that stand between them and power. For instance, misinformation and disinforma-
tion researchers stand in the way of both political gains and distortions of truth. Journalists 
do the same.

But a less obvious group that obstructs this faction’s rise to power is the classically liberal 
right, who may hold quite conservative policy views but do not believe that expanding 
governmental power or vigilante violence are acceptable means to attain them. Thus, among 
the illiberal right’s early targets were conservatives who believe in the rule of law, liberalism, 
and empirical truth. As organizations were taken over by the illiberal right, intellectuals who 
would not toe the line lost their jobs at think tanks and other conservative organizations. 
Pastors were forced out of their churches and religious leaders such as Russell Moore were 
toppled from powerful positions for opposing misogyny and racism.90 Magazines like the 
Weekly Standard lost their funding for standing against Trump and had to fire their staff. 
Conservative leaders like Cindy McCain were declared RINOs—Republicans in name 
only—and were censured, disempowered, and rendered irrelevant.91 Intellectuals and writers 
like David French faced unprintable, unrelenting, ugly threats directed at themselves, their 
children, and other members of their families.92 So did a large number of conservative 
politicians who were targeted by vigilante violence and threats.93  

The Illiberal Left

The illiberal left is to the left of the Democratic Party, so it is not a viable vehicle for pres-
idential candidates, does not have enough political representation to control any congres-
sional committees, and wields few levers of power at the state or national level. It controls 
a few cities, a number of school boards, and some state agencies in California. Its power is 
concentrated in universities, cultural institutions, and some schools. Thus, it has generally 
used regulatory and cultural power in these arenas to shut down dissenting ideas, force 
ideological conformity with its beliefs, and obstruct the activities and speech of individuals 
and organizations who differ.  

Its targets include conservatives, whose numbers have declined in many academic insti-
tutions. (Professors are six times more likely to be liberal than conservative, and school 
administrators are twelve times more likely.)94 But it also targets the liberal left, whose 
organizational activities are obstructed if they do not toe the ideological line.95 As with the 
illiberal right, tactics range from legal-but-harassing behavior that hinders organizational 
action to violence. Among students at top U.S. colleges, for instance, nearly three-quarters 
believe it is acceptable to remove the flyers of organizations one disagrees with, half claim 
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that it is acceptable to block the entrance to a room to prevent others from hearing a speaker, 
and one in five believe violence is acceptable to stop such speech.96 The illiberal left has also 
used or failed to punish vigilante action against disfavored minorities within the geographies 
over which it has the most policing power—primarily universities, where Jews have been 
allowed to be harassed and threatened since the Hamas attack and Gaza war.97

In some cases, prodemocracy and classically liberal individuals or organizations may agree 
with the end goals of illiberal actors. For instance, liberals may have legitimate qualms about 
who decides what constitutes misinformation and disinformation or about how technology 
companies will play their self-appointed role as monitors. But their methods are different. 
While the policy beliefs of classical liberals may lean quite far to the right or left, they are 
committed to protecting the liberty of individuals to think, worship, speak, and live free 
from government or societal control. They thus believe that ideas must be fought with ideas, 
while accepting a vibrant civic space where neither the ruling party in power nor vigilante 
violence determines whose idea or organization wins. 

Meanwhile, illiberal actors on both the left and right are working to restrict the basic values 
of the Enlightenment: freedom of speech and thought, the rule of law, and objective truth. 
Republicans and Democrats alike, environmental activists and conservative academics, and 
protesters and schoolteachers who support these liberal values are finding their ability to 
speak, work, and organize threatened.

  How Closing Civic Space in the United 
States Differs From Other Countries
As described in table 1, efforts to close civic space in the United States and other countries 
have involved similar tactics targeting similar groups. Organizations working to build a 
more inclusive nation are depicted as foreign and threatening. Jews, LGBTQ individuals, 
and other minorities are painted as outsiders. Journalists face violence. Media organizations 
and businesses are cowed and forced to display ideological conformity. 

But there are five important differences. Though some of these variations are of degree rather 
than kind, together they give closing space in the United States a different feel than in most 
other countries. 

1. The national government is not the central actor. 

In other countries, the ruling party plays the main role in closing space. It usually begins 
by consolidating control over governmental powers. This is easier than it would be in 
the United States. In parliamentary systems, the prime minister’s party also controls the 
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legislature. In the few countries where a country’s executive is elected separately, legis-
latures tend to be less functional or less powerful than in the United States. Courts are 
often part of a ministry of justice and therefore fall under executive control even if they 
maintain elements of independence. State governments may be nonexistent or appointed 
by the national party, or they may have many fewer powers than they control in the 
United States. Policing agencies are often run by the national government.   

Thus, closing space begins at the center, with the executive leader at the national level 
first consolidating control of the legislature, courts, and local governments, then using 
these powers of the state to bully media, businesses, and nonprofits. This structure of 
repression is at its most blatant in countries that have become fully undemocratic, such 
as Russia and Venezuela. In places like Hungary and Türkiye, opposition forces have 
managed to hold onto the mayoralty of a major city here and there.  

In the United States, there is not, and could never be, a single national ruling party. 
America’s depth of federalism, the power of its states, and the degree of separation 
of powers is unique even among other federal systems like India’s. Congress is no 
parliamentary rubber-stamp body—the opposing party frequently holds one or both 
chambers and blocks presidential priorities. U.S. states retain significant powers that 
the federal government cannot easily overturn, and geographic sorting of the electorate 
ensures that for the foreseeable future, different parties will exercise significant control 
over different states. Some policing power operates at the federal and state levels, but 
most governmental use of force is under the control of around 18,000 localities. Public 
education is fiercely controlled by about 13,000 local school boards. Courts are also 
much more independent.  

As in other countries, control of the presidency and its executive agencies would allow 
for much greater interference with civil society. But unlike in other countries, it is not 
essential. The hardening of states into single-party units means that it is possible for 
closing space to take place at the state level even if the federal government wishes to 
keep civil society more open. With governmental power more fragmented, it is possible 
for one party to obstruct civil society even if it does not control the presidency, using a 
mélange of other government powers, such as some state governments, some congressio-
nal committees, and a few courts of appeal. 

2. The closing of space is coming from both ideological sides, but it is lopsided.  

In most countries, efforts to close space emanate from a single ideological direction. But 
in the United States, there are dueling illiberal actors that are fueling one another. Each 
of them is vying for different powers and forms of control.  

As discussed earlier, efforts to close space are asymmetrical. The illiberal right is making 
a strong bid to gain control over the Republican Party. Its success would give it even 
greater governmental powers. In twenty-three states, Republicans hold the governorship, 
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the attorney general’s office, majorities in both chambers of the state legislature, and the 
secretary of state’s office. While most states have nominally independent state supreme 
courts and many judges make decisions independent of their political preferences, in 
nine of these states (including Texas, Florida, and Ohio) the Republican Party has also 
nominated the majority of state supreme court justices. Not all Republicans belong to 
the illiberal faction of the right—but as this faction gains power over the party, it gains 
control over key arenas of government. 

In seventeen states, Democrats hold the same constellation of state offices, and in New 
Mexico and Illinois, Democrats have also appointed the majority of the state supreme 
court. But the illiberal left has not made much headway within the Democratic Party. 
Thus, same-party government does not entail allowing illiberal forces free rein; in 
New Mexico, for example, there are anti-abortion and pro-gun Democrats in the state 
legislature, and when the Democratic governor attempted to use a public health emer-
gency to enforce a broad gun ban, the Democratic attorney general refused to support 
her administration in court.98 Nevertheless, illiberal left and right power in different 
states could work to close space in opposite ideological directions, as demonstrated by 
the clashing DEI mandates in California and Florida.  

The illiberal right has amassed vastly greater power within multiple parts of the govern-
ment. Thus, while there have been some left-on-right governmental actions that appear 
to be closing space—such as the extra IRS tax scrutiny of conservative groups or the 
stringency of coronavirus closures on religious institutions—these have generally been 
overturned by other portions of government. Meanwhile, right-on-left and right-on-
right government attacks have had more staying power.  

Yet the illiberal left’s cultural power is real. It is dangerous not only for the harm it does 
directly, but also for the role it is playing in fueling the illiberal right.99 Many conserva-
tives are angry because they believe that they or their children must conceal divergent 
beliefs and censor their speech to obtain essential qualifications, such as a degree from 
a top college. They feel disgust at the hypocrisy of the illiberal left’s claims of inclusivity 
when they feel its success in closing space against disfavored groups and ideas. These 
reactions play a vital role in pushing conservatives toward the illiberal right.100 

3. Private actors play a larger role. 

The illiberal left has exerted most of its power through universities and cultural institu-
tions. The illiberal right also uses private actors to close space, although they more often 
work alongside the portions of government over which the illiberal right has attained 
control. 

This significant role for private actors in the United States differs from other countries, 
where the vast majority of activities to close space come from ruling parties gaining 
control over the government and using the preponderant power of state agencies, courts, 
legislators, and police to squeeze civic actors.  
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How does one distinguish activities that are the normal workings of private actors 
duking it out in the marketplace of ideas from illiberal efforts to close space for dis-
senting beliefs and organizations? After all, impact litigation has been used for nearly a 
century to force private and public organizations to alter their ways. Boycotts brought by 
one private group against another are a time-honored tradition. If businesses are allowed 
to enforce speech codes on employees, why not universities? At what point does normal 
private action begin to cross the line into closing space for civil society? 

First, private action most clearly serves to close space when it works in parallel with gov-
ernmental decisions that are closing space—such as Miller’s law firm launching lawsuits 
against the same researchers that were subpoenaed by a senator connected to Trump.   

Second, private actors can be viewed as closing space when one set of citizens with 
vastly greater economic or political power within its sphere of influence, particularly 
near-monopoly power, wield that power to stop the voices of others with far less. This 
pressure may entail a mixture of threats and concrete penalties, alongside social pressure 
to conform or be ostracized.101 Such is the case in top private universities, where private 
actors enforce their own speech codes with the support of committees that can fire even 
tenured professors and prosecute students without due process.102  

Finally, private actors may be accused of closing space if they use violence and threats 
to achieve their goals, particularly when such violence goes unpunished by the relevant 
governing power. For instance, many businesses have been targeted for boycotts based 
on their corporate support for particular candidates or causes. Such boycotts are an 
established tool of citizen protest. But Target was forced to move gay pride merchandise 
displays and remove items from sale because of a coordinated campaign of threats and 
violence against its stores.103   

Consider the activities of White citizens’ councils across the South in the 1950s, which 
combined these first three criteria. These private organizations, generally composed of 
the most respected business leaders in the city, would deny insurance and refuse to rent 
or sell property to businesses that supported civil rights, driving them out of business or 
out of town. In some states, citizens’ councils acted alone to restrict the rights of other 
businesses and organizations. In other places, such as Mississippi, the citizens’ councils 
received funding from the state. And in all cases, when vigilante violence followed 
citizens’ council boycotts, governments failed to prosecute the perpetrators or protect 
the victims.104 In twenty-first-century America, Musk—the world’s richest individual—
is suing Media Matters and the Center for Countering Digital Hate for their research 
showing how X places major company advertising next to white nationalist content.105 
At the same time, Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton opened an investigation into 
Media Matters for “fraudulently manipulat[ing] data” on X.106  
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4. Business is a major target. 

Businesses are part of civic space, and in countries like Hungary and India they have 
been forced to toe the ideological line of the ruling party or risk regulatory harass-
ment, forced sale, reputational harm, and other business repercussions. Yet the degree 
to which individual corporations have been in the crosshairs of closing space in the 
United States is still striking compared to most other countries. 

In the United States, targeting business serves similar ends as restricting foreign 
funding serves abroad. In most postcommunist and developing countries, the major-
ity of funds for civil society activities came from overseas prior to such restrictions. 
Choking foreign funding therefore serves to both reduce the resources available to 
civil society and delegitimize the entire sector by painting it as a tool of foreigners. 
Corporations have deep pockets, significant organizing power, and political clout. 
At the same time, big business has lost the trust of the population, making it an easy 
target.107 Browbeating the business sector is a useful means for reducing the voice and 
clout of a very powerful and economically strong, but easily delegitimized, group of 
actors. Demonizing and penalizing them for supporting democracy, minorities, or 
social causes thus cuts off a source of funding and power that threatens the illiberal 
right, while delegitimizing these issue areas as elite and “woke.”

5. Private violence is a significant tactic. 

In other countries, national governments have many tools of forceful repression at 
their disposal to close space for civil society, although private violence sometimes plays 
a supporting role, especially in the Americas.108 Colombia has long been the deadliest 
country for union organizers, who are often targeted by political vitriol and whose 
killers frequently go unpunished.109 Environmental activists—particularly Indigenous 
activists—have been disproportionately murdered in Central America, with govern-
ments ignoring and in some cases potentially perpetrating the murders themselves.110 In 
India, political vitriol has encouraged Hindu nationalist mobs to launch pogroms and 
lynch Muslims with little to no government action against the murderers.111   

But America’s more decentralized power structure, stronger role for private actors, and 
bidirectional illiberalism means that while many people in the United States have some 
power to close space, most lack policing power or the ability to use government force. 
Private violence provides a substitute for state violence among such actors. It is also a 
useful tool for political leaders who may have the ability to deploy government force but 
do not desire the reputational damage they would attract for its use.112

This is why stochastic terrorism has become such a significant tactic for operationaliz-
ing closing space in the United States. Stochastic terrorism—a term that invokes the 
calculation of probabilities—occurs when a popular political or media figure villainizes 
an organization, minority group, or individual, with the expectation that among their 
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many followers, there are almost certainly some who are more disinhibited and who will 
threaten or attack the desired target. The number of people in the United States and the 
volume of armaments in private hands makes this form of threat potent, credible, and 
deadly. And it can be wielded by television personalities and TikTok influencers, even if 
they lack governmental power. 

  What to Expect for the Future
Illiberal forces are using the power they have amassed to shut down opposing ideas. If they 
gain greater power, the United States is likely to see more activities to close space. Thus, it is 
important to push back early on. 

Globally, the early targets of closing space tend to be minority groups and less powerful 
organizations. In many African countries, LGBTQ communities were targeted early. In 
Mexico, solo journalists covering corruption in small towns were more at risk than those 
working for big city papers. The rights of less-powerful communities matter in and of 
themselves. They also serve as canaries in the coal mine, signaling what the majority will 
allow. Failure to act in these cases thus enables repression to spread. In India, for instance, 
powerful nonprofits felt safe for years because harassment was targeted at less powerful 
groups, such as smaller nonprofits in minor cities. But eventually, harassment and govern-
ment closure threatened powerful establishment organizations such as think tanks in the 
capital as well. 

In the United States, organizations that serve women’s health, LGBTQ rights, and racial 
justice have been early targets. But large and powerful institutions have also been in the 
crosshairs—such as the Stanford misinformation and disinformation researchers and some 
of the biggest and most centrist environmental groups in the country. Therefore, it requires 
no imagination to say that targets could move from more political or controversial groups, 
minority groups, and less powerful actors to mainstream and powerful entities that support 
the same goals.  

As this occurs, governmental repression and private harassment is likely to move upstream, 
expanding its targets from the organizations doing the targeted activity to their funders 
and supporters. U.S. public universities are already starting to see government funding and 
speech restrictions constraining their room for maneuver.113 U.S. philanthropists are likely 
to experience closing space themselves. Philanthropists should expect to see tighter rules 
on foundation giving, challenges to their own tax status, and other regulatory means used 
against them. Much of the pressure on philanthropy is likely to come from the illiberal right, 
given the international trajectory of closing space and U.S. philanthropy’s recent veer toward 
supporting a sharper left-leaning agenda.114 Vance has spoken on Fox News about wanting 
to tighten tax regulations for the Ford Foundation, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, 
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and Harvard’s university endowment.115 Alabama, Florida, and South Dakota have already 
passed laws increasing civil liability for the funders of illegal protests.116 However, some 
pressure is also likely to come from the illiberal left. An editor from the left-leaning mag-
azine Dissent has spent years calling for wholesale changes to philanthropic law, including 
much greater IRS scrutiny for “big philanthropy” and legal requirements for racial and 
gender quotas for philanthropic boards such as California has imposed on businesses.117 As 
discussed before, the illiberal right holds more governmental power to enact these changes. 
But California is the state that occasionally enacts laws from the illiberal left, and it is where 
many philanthropies are headquartered. 

Both the illiberal right and the illiberal left are likely to increasingly target people on their 
own side—who may hold quite similar policy goals but who are not willing to use illiberal 
or antidemocratic means to achieve them—because it serves a strategic purpose. By empty-
ing the middle and enlarging the chasm between the two sides, greater polarization forces 
moderates to choose. As the choice becomes more stark, people are more willing to accept 
illiberal methods to achieve ends that are closer to their own, because the other side seems 
so noxious and threatening.118 Thus, members of a more polarized public will accept more 
illiberal action from their own sides to stop similar actions from being undertaken by their 
opponents, creating a flywheel effect. 

These dynamics of polarization and illiberality are likely to increase political violence. In 
addition, violence is likely to grow because of the unwillingness of the illiberal right and left 
to protect disfavored groups in jurisdictions under their control. When the government fails 
to protect people from violent individuals, it prompts a predictable series of events. Those 
groups that feel least protected decide they cannot rely on their government for security and 
try to protect themselves. That leads to a growth in private armaments, such as the spike in 
gun sales America saw from 2020 to 2022, when one-fifth of U.S. households purchased a 
gun (including much larger percentages than in the past of women and people of color who 
became first-time gun buyers).119 People who purchased a gun after 2020 are much more 
willing to claim that they would engage in violence to accomplish a political objective—par-
ticularly those who say they always or nearly always carry that gun with them.120

Meanwhile, the failure of the government to offer protection and governmental use of excess 
force against more disadvantaged and targeted communities leads those communities to 
hire private security firms if they can afford them, but more often, they arm community 
groups or even support gangs and criminal groups who proclaim their willingness to protect 
the community. This pattern of self-help in the face of a distrusted government occurs all 
over the world. And in every country, these attempts at private protection create vastly 
greater violence within the communities themselves. Friendly armed militias and criminal 
groups that have offered their help eventually become self-interested and turn on the people 
they offered to safeguard. Young men with guns fail to police themselves and fall into 
fighting. Skirmishes between armed actors, and between armed defensive groups and the 
government, create a pretext for further police crackdowns, leading to greater violence from 
the government.121 
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  Elements of an Effective Response
The United States is still in the early stages of closing space, and this trajectory is not inevita-
ble. It can learn from what has occurred in other countries.

When philanthropists first faced challenges to their grantees overseas, they viewed the 
attacks as disparate and disconnected. Many tried to address issues individually and quietly. 
Organizations sometimes thought they could quietly cut off more controversial grantees or 
shut down targeted parts of their portfolios to salvage the rest. They would reduce future 
work that governments might deem to be sensitive or refocus on service delivery rather than 
advocacy. Philanthropists and organizations that had not yet been caught in the closing of 
space undertook more risk analysis. They self-censored to avoid future problems. And they 
distanced themselves from disparaged organizations and more vocal donors in the hope 
they could remain below the radar. Many adopted the strategy advocated in the joke about 
hunters—one need not outrun the bear, just the other fellow being chased.  

These tactics failed. Threats proved to be opportunistic and unpredictable, moving from 
sector to sector where politicians felt they could gain traction. Humanitarian groups like 
Mercy Corps and Save the Children, whose work did not touch politics or advocacy, found 
themselves facing the same burdens as democracy and human rights groups. Problems that 
initially affected grantees soon moved upstream to target leading-edge philanthropists like 
Soros—but distancing from Open Society Foundations did not help. Instead, the challenge 
spread to the broader philanthropic field, forcing donors out of some countries altogether. 

For far too long, philanthropists did not share with each other the problems they were 
facing. They worried about sharing specifics of grants, concerned that doing so might reduce 
their ability to solve particular problems or fearing that if they disclosed too much, they 
would find themselves isolated and shunned by their peers. This hesitance allowed the field 
to underestimate the scope of the problem for years and to assume that the pushback was 
limited to a few particularly controversial organizations or issues. This failure of understand-
ing prevented philanthropists from developing more systematic responses until the problem 
had grown enormously.  

Eventually, some philanthropists helped their grantees develop tools to protect themselves. 
This work entailed assisting grantees with:

1. Technological protection, such as enhancing their cybersecurity with technical 
tools and training in how to use them, creating secure communication methods, 
and storing data offshore

2. Physical security, including programs that trained activists in how to mitigate 
physical risks, created early warning systems, and whisked threatened individuals to 
safety or relocated their organizations to more secure locales
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3. Legal assistance, some of it crowdsourced through groups like movements.org

4. Communications help, using joint advocacy to push back against the negative 
narratives promulgated by illiberal forces

5. Creating secure, real and virtual meeting places to foster learning across different 
sectors, improve information-sharing, and enable more coordinated responses; 
gathering such learning into documents such as the Defending Civil Society Toolkit

Donors also created funding pools to support this emergency assistance, such as the 
Lifeline Embattled Civil Society Organizations Assistance Fund, a pooled fund supported 
by U.S. and European governments and implemented by a group of civil society actors in 
safe countries.

And they formed philanthropic working groups to improve their sharing of information and 
their ability to coordinate responses.122

Philanthropists should not wait for the problem to grow to the proportions it has overseas 
before they field a systematic response, which could follow the lines already devised inter-
nationally. Organizations should be provided with access to multiple forms of help, ideally 
under a connected roof, including:

1. Cybersecurity assistance, such as preventative advice, funds for services that help 
delete information from the internet, and emergency response after a threat or 
breach

2. Physical security training, advice, and emergency response

3. Legal counsel on retainer or pre-vetted who are familiar with state law, while also 
understanding how similar organizations are being targeted across states

4. Crisis communications assistance that can strategically connect similar cases and 
forge a common, successful narrative for the field and for targeted organizations

5. Places where information can be shared in a fashion that is secure from cyber 
attack and hostile governmental or legal discovery, which can provide a sense of 
community and trauma support

6. A pooled fund that can support the infrastructure to enable these efforts, as well 
as grant funds that allow grantees to access these services through membership fees 
and/or access other security measures they feel are necessary

Different entities are likely to provide these services, but they would be easiest for orga-
nizations to access if a single chapeau organization served to bring them together under a 
structure that allowed it to extend these retained firms’ services to others. That umbrella 
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organization might best be organized as an LLC rather than a nonprofit—an alteration 
found to offer greater protection internationally. A pooled donor fund would allow philan-
thropists to support this entity directly. Top-up funding for existing grantees for assistance 
navigating closing space could also give grantees the funds to pay for these services directly, 
perhaps through sliding-scale membership fees. 

  The Use of Narrative and Moral Ambiguity 
to Advance Closing Space—and How to 
Fight Back
These focused security efforts will be more successful if they are couched within a broader 
perimeter of defense. The canny use of narrative and moral ambiguity plays a crucial role 
in enabling illiberal forces to close space for civil society, and countering this zeitgeist is an 
important part of the defense of civic space.  

Illiberal actors choose issues involving unpopular groups and cases with the most morally 
murky facts to create a permission structure that allows them to shut down a much broader 
set of activities. For instance, violent anarchists and communists really were involved in 
labor activism at the turn of the twentieth century, justifying anti-sedition laws in the eyes 
of many Americans. During the Cold War, a number of U.S. organizations really were 
witting or unwitting communist fronts. A victim of the Red Scare, my own grandfather, 
an aeronautical engineer, lost his security clearance and found all possible employers shut 
against him. He was forced to work as a shoe salesman in his brother’s shop. The persecution 
and social ostracism was painful for a man who had dedicated his life to creating lifesaving 
equipment. But he really had been contacted by a Soviet spy trying to pry sensitive military 
information out of him. Although he refused, a very public trial pitted one word against 
another.123 Then, as now, many individual cases of closing space involve shades of grey the 
more closely one looks.

Those attempting to close space globally pick off organizations and issues one by one, and by 
choosing instances of genuine ambiguity, they gain societal permission to enact legislation or 
undertake activities that have a much broader effect on civil society as a whole. For instance:

• Rules to shut down protest seem wrong in the abstract—but environmental protest-
ers caused the greatest number of violent domestic terrorist incidents in the 1990s, 
causing significant property damage if not harm to people. Do governments have 
the right to protect critical infrastructure such as oil from disruption?124
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• Among the groups that received extra scrutiny by the IRS was True the Vote—one 
of the sponsoring organizations of the January 6 rally and subsequent insurrection 
in Washington, DC, whose national bus tour rallied people to the capital with 
violent, warlike rhetoric.125 The Anti-Defamation League challenged the 501(c)3 
status of extremist organizations such as the Oath Keepers militia, whose leader 
was found by the Department of Justice to be guilty of seditious conspiracy.126 Do 
organizations like these deserve favored tax status?  

• Pro-Palestinian rallies and forums have used violent rhetoric and sometimes threat-
ening behavior, creating unwelcoming and sometimes unsafe spaces for Jewish 
students on some campuses.127 Is banning or doxing these groups and their leaders 
justified? (Muslims are also facing increased violence in the United States—but this 
is not primarily an on-campus phenomenon of closing space, in which violence is 
being used to silence an undesirable perspective and is being tolerated by authorities. 
It is the long-standing problem of hate crimes against targeted groups that has risen 
precipitously in recent years, a problem I discuss in many other publications. Hate 
crimes are sometimes tolerated by authorities and sometimes prosecuted. When they 
are not prosecuted in a systemic way, they do constitute closing space. In the case of 
recent violence against Muslims, multiple states prosecuted these incidents as hate 
crimes, so they are not a good example of closing space.)128 

• Meta CEO Mark Zuckerberg’s donation of hundreds of millions of dollars to 
election support nonprofits in 2020 was crucial to allowing elections to take place 
during a pandemic.129 But giving a private actor so much sway in a basic portion of 
the U.S. democratic system certainly feels uncomfortable. Should states be able to 
bar private actors from giving in ways that affect election administration?

Each of these concerns has merit. If organizations want to defend civic space, they need to 
consider how to respond to such considerations. They must also understand how less-popular 
causes and cases of legal and moral ambiguity are exploited and used to create a permission 
structure that allows for broader actions to close public space. 

In addition to making use of moral grey areas, illiberal actors like to pick issues where civil 
society is working for causes that lack wide public acceptance, such as trans rights. These 
cases are then used to distance mainstream society from the workings of a much broader 
range of civil society organizations.  

Picking areas of action where an individual, organization, or viewpoint is out of step with 
the mainstream allows a group to be painted as separate, foreign, elite, or out of touch. The 
narrative that nonprofits and philanthropists are elite, wealthy internationalists who are 
pushing their values on the normal people of the country is potent. It can be broadened to 
characterize a larger swath of organizations doing work along the same lines whose efforts 
may be more within the mainstream. Regulatory or legal action can then be taken against 
this broader subset of civil society, using the initial, unpopular example as pretext. 
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On the left, particularly, philanthropists and nonprofit organizations that see themselves 
as working for grassroots causes are often caught off guard by how effective these narrative 
attacks can be. Seeing themselves as doing good work on behalf of common people, they can 
be surprised that so many people—even among those they intend to help—view them as 
outsiders or elites whose intent is unclear and possibly suspicious. They often lack awareness 
of how unusual their language and self-presentation may be, and they don’t understand the 
suspicion generated by their level of wealth and the resources they control.  

Thus, creating a buffer of security requires changing how the threat is perceived, discussed, 
and countered in the narrative arena and in the way that nonprofits structure their activities. 
Three techniques have been found to be useful internationally:

1. Elevate broad principles and subsume individual cases. Sometimes the most 
accurate retort to a false claim requires convoluted or legalistic explanations that are 
lost in the short attention span of public discourse. Instead, the sector should agree 
on communications techniques that constantly remind others that what is being tar-
geted is not a particular organization or viewpoint with which many people might 
legitimately disagree—but the ability to speak and organize for any less popular 
viewpoint. In other countries, the most effective response has been not to focus 
on defending a single organization against a particular accusation, but to use each 
instance of individual attack to consistently hearken to such broader principles. For 
example, one Hungarian human rights organization, attacked over and over by the 
government, has gained resilience from constantly reminding both its attackers and 
the wider public that while the government tries to portray its attacks as being about 
foreign funding or progressive causes, the Fidesz party’s real targets are the rights to 
think and speak freely and to organize without government permission.130  

2. Build deeper connections to broader communities—across difference where 
possible. Nonprofits doing obscure, highly educated work with government actors 
are easy to portray as suspicious. The same logic applies to organizations that do 
work for disadvantaged groups but that do not have deep membership representa-
tion from those groups. When these organizations are attacked, there is no organic 
group of people harmed who will rally to their side. Overseas, this has been a major 
liability that has allowed NGOs to be further painted as elite outsiders. Conversely, 
organizations with broad grassroots membership, particularly when it cuts across 
political or social divides, have a natural constituency to rally to their defense. In 
other countries, building a grassroots membership has thus allowed for a more stable 
funding base, better connectivity to the actual issues of real people (which prevents 
polarization), and a ready pool of advocates who can speak up if the organization  
is attacked.  

In the United States, the fact that polarization is enabling space to be closed from 
each side also suggests the necessity of standing together across the right and left 
wherever possible to defend one another’s basic rights to use a variety of organizing 
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tactics to be heard. The coalition against closing space can and should be self-con-
sciously nonpartisan, gathering liberals from both sides of the aisle.

3. Exclude organizations that use or support violence from the broad protections 
applied to civil society. In defending civil society, it is important to draw clear and 
defendable analytic distinctions that can be applied broadly and strike most people 
as legitimate. Barring groups that use or support violence would allow militias like 
the Oath Keepers to be stripped of the right to have 501(c)3 tax status. It might also 
allow some student groups that support violent protest to be banned from campuses. 
Some readers may disagree with one or the other of these outcomes. I am comfort-
able claiming that violence should not play a role in the politics of a democratic 
society. Whatever one believes, however, by drawing the line at violence, and not 
at ideology or pretexts such as proximity to a pipeline, this strategy would prevent 
the logic of ambiguity from being used to close space for peaceful forms of speech, 
protest, boycott, and dissent. Given that multiple studies have found that violence 
also diminishes popular support for a cause and reduces the ability of a movement 
to build the broad coalitions necessary to win democratic victories, disincentivizing 
organizations from using or supporting violence may also push these organizations 
toward strategies that could build greater support for their ideas.131 

The story of closing space for civil society is one best expressed by Martin Niemöller:

First they came for the Communists 
And I did not speak out 
Because I was not a Communist 
Then they came for the Socialists 
And I did not speak out 
Because I was not a Socialist. . .132 

Americans need not play the poem out until its final lines. We know enough to act now.
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